
Third Grade Math 

ADDITION: 

  320   265   349   220     
+145  +95   +83         +709    

 

  701   235   364   511 
+190  +17         +407         +670 

 

 

MULTIPLICATION: 

  9) 4x3 =          10) 4x5 =         11) 3x3 =      12) 5x5 =       

 

13) 7x2 =        14) 3x1=         15) 5x1 =      16) 7x0 =     

 

SUBTRACTION: 

25   45   15          5 
 -9          -10    -9         -5 
 
 

 
 
11   20   128          45 
 -4            -9    -90         -15 
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WORD PROBLEMS: 

 

25. Gabrielle has 28 dollars. She wants to divide the 

money equally between 4 friends. How much money will 

each friend receive? 

 

26. Morgan gave Debra 10 pieces of candy. Debra has 20 

pieces of candy but ate 7. How many pieces of candy does 

she have left?  

 

27. Kierra receives an allowance every weekend. For each 

chore she completes, she receives $5. If she completes 7 

chores, how much allowance will she receive?  

 

28. A single pack of gum contains 5 pieces. What is the 

total number of pieces in 6 packs of gum?  

 

29. Krystiana planted 10 rose bushes. Unlucky for her, the 

deer ate 3. How many rose bushes are left?  

 

30. Deshaun has 3 beat drum makers that can each make 

10 different beats. How many total beats can he create?  
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31. Each English muffin pack contains 6 muffins. If Sylvia 

has 3 packs, how many individual English muffins does she 

have?  

 

32. Eric had 20 different PlayStation games. He decided 
to sell 14 of them. How many does he have left?  

 

33. Kayla made 200 bracelets. She sold 85 of them. How 

many bracelets does she have left to sell? 

 

34. For track practice, Kierra must run a total of 50 laps 

around the gym. If she already ran 25 laps, how many laps 

does she have left to run? 

 

35. Darlene needs 75 jewelry kits for a customer order, 

but she only has 35 kits. How many more kits does she 

need to complete the order?  
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